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Overview
› Do Something Different programmes are digitally delivered behaviour change interventions
– Consisting of a series of personalised “Dos” – small recommended activities to help people practice
behaving in new ways and breaking their habits
– Programmes for e.g. smoking cessation, healthy weight, stress reduction, diabetes self-care etc.
– Delivered by smartphone app, or SMS or email
– Based on decades of psychological research, including controlled trials
– Over 16,000 people have now participated in a Do Something Different programme
› Our paper is about running data mining algorithm on the data collected by the DSD system
– to better understand which elements of the programmes provide the most benefit for people
– Using correlation networks and regression models built from questionnaire data
– Present selected results; see the paper for a more in-depth account

› Here is an example “Do”
› Simple, immediate and
not daunting
› Action-based
› “It's easier to act your
way into a new way of
thinking than to think
yourself into a new way
of acting.”

Expanding behavioural flexibility
› Some “Dos” address specific health and wellbeing-related habits
› But DSD programmes also include a component about trying out new
ways of behaving, which people may find useful in their lives generally

› The DSD system contains “Dos” prompting 30 kinds of behaviour:
– E.g. assertiveness, extroversion, spontaneity, etc.
– You can develop these by practice!
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We wanted to know:
•

How are these 30
behaviours linked
to wellbeing?

•

Which are the
most important to
promote through
“Dos”?

With data from almost
16k people, including
scores from wellbeing,
anxiety and depress.
questionnaires for
each person, we can
answer that

Correlation networks of the behaviours
We used a graph layout algorithm to display correlation
networks of the 30 behaviours, with a range of thresholds.
At an appropriate threshold, the behaviours separate into
two groups:
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Selected results
› Behaviours separate into two groups:
– Facilitatory behaviours (those that help you to do things) are associated with better wellbeing
scores, and lower anxiety and depression scores
– Inhibitory behaviours (those that stop you doing things) are associated with poorer wellbeing scores,
and higher anxiety and depression scores
› After following a Do Something Different programme, people’s behaviours have shifted while their
wellbeing has increased:
– Participants report fewer inhibitory behaviours post-programme, but more facilitatory behaviours
› Changes in behaviour are correlated with changes in wellbeing
– E.g. the more facilitatory behaviours a person adds (at post-programme compared to preprogramme) the more their wellbeing tends to increase
› These findings have fed into the programme design process

The End
› See the paper for detailed results, including regression and propensity scoring models
› Find out more about Do Something Different at http://dsd.me/
› See evidence base for Do Something Different at http://dsd.me/healthcare/the-evidence/
› Do a 3-week Do Something Different programme for free at http://dsd.me/get-started/

